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Abstract:

Research in the area of emerging food science and technology is still often carried out in agri-food chain perspectives, as presented here in four different ways for dairy, meat, wine and cereal cases. The key focus is on the concept of food quality throughout the chain, and the meaning of added value and food functionalities for consumers. Technology innovation approaches essentially address ways to optimize and maintain food quality according to consumer preferences, needs and acceptances. However, they also strive to reduce the environmental impact of the transformation of agroresources into food products, via targeted and intensified processing schemes requiring minimal energy and water usage, as well as value-streaming co-products of used agroresources—which holds for all the chains presented. Another key area that emerges from the cases is protein science, which concerns agroresources rich in specific protein and, protein heterogeneity, structural changes, profiles, functionalities and nutritional value. This analysis further highlights the importance of linking food science and technology to agronomy, genetics, and socioeconomic sciences. Finally, knowledge management is becoming increasingly integral to food chain research in order to increase transparency and capitalize data in a consistent manner.
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Introduction:

The food sector, especially the food manufacturing industry, is still very much supply chain-oriented and specialized into product categories (meat, dairy, fruit, vegetables, etc.)—FoodDrinkEurope represents 27 sectors (2016) and ANIA 23 in France (2016). This sector structure holds for the primary sector as well as retail—where product categorization is very well visualized – and even in world trade offices and stock exchanges. Numerous research organizations are equally product- and sector-oriented (beer, wine, dairy, meat, etc.), equipped with specific pilot-scale processing lines for research and innovation to solve bottlenecks while mimicking real-life manufacturing conditions (HighTechEurope, 2016). Consequently, a number of research and innovation projects have been carried out in a product chain context. This work has favored big companies via economies of scale for single product output lines, but it has also allowed smaller companies to compete with added value, innovative and/or distinctive products leveraging place-of-origin effects, traditional roots, etc. (Trafoon, 2016; TradeIT, 2016). The value of R&D infrastructures should not be underestimated, as they allow companies to access external knowledge and run tests with the latest equipment without the need to continuously renew their own equipment, and without having to interrupt their ongoing manufacturing process for product development and testing.
There are several benefits to organization in a food supply chain, defined as a system of organizations, people, activities, information, and resources involved in moving a product or service from supplier to consumer (Supply Chains, 2016). First, it allows efficiency in food delivery, as it aligns production of raw materials to processing conditions and end-product characteristics according to consumer expectations. Second, it facilitates rapid responses to consumer preferences, demands and trends (demand chains) (Grunert, 2005). A key example of the past decade is the trend towards fresh convenience. In numerous product categories this has been translated into new products and new packaging concepts. Third, its linear operation provides transparencies in transactions and logistics. Tracing and tracking, new coding systems, labelling and claims have been introduced and are relatively well incorporated in the overall food sector. Fourth, its strong connections make it possible to vertically innovate from farm to fork and from fork back to farm, and to verify trade-offs (Gwanpua et al., 2015). Innovations in genomics have been translated into new product characteristics, better adaptability to the environment, and more. Fifth, it allows to set common goals, such as reducing pesticide use and its consequences in the full chain, banning fertilizer inputs and its consequences for product quality. This paper illustrates numerous examples of research rooted in chain perspectives and innovations reached in food science and technology. Future perspectives demonstrate the need for research to continue in chain perspectives (Esnouf et al., 2011).

There are also several drawbacks to organization in linear supply chains. First, new generic insights cannot always be obtained in individual chains, which is especially important when dealing with highly complex issues like food–health linkages. Second, it can hinder the exchange of best practices between chains, which can prove important in waste-to-value efforts (Matharu et al., 2016). Third, several key societal challenges like food security, climate change, soil erosion, urbanization and maintenance of biodiversity and ecosystems require cross-chain thinking, and thus complex food system approaches in which all food and food-impacting activities interact. Fourth, new bio-economy and circular economy concepts require full usage of diverse agroresources for multiple applications including non-food products (de Vries, 2017), and thus—again—a complex system approach. The growing world population and the footprint of the agro-food sector mean that all future food demand and supply chains have to become increasingly efficient in order to sufficiently produce food while substantially reducing waste and valorising co-products1.

In this setting, the INRA’s CEPIA division together with partner research centers across France are focusing on food science and technology in individual chains, as presented here, as well as more generic scientific issues like biopolymer science, consumer science, modeling and process engineering, as presented elsewhere in this Special Issue. Note that that all cases are presented in a somewhat different way in order to reveal the richness and diversity of the chains, but all with the same societal and scientific challenges and perspectives for innovative food science and emerging technologies. The wine case is described as a business case revealing strong French roots, environmental pressures, market opportunities and strengths and weaknesses. The meat case is considered from the sustainability and food & health perspective to counteract the more publicized negative images of the meat chain. The dairy case is very much oriented towards international competitive positioning for major dairy products, but it also illustrates the huge diversity of regional (cheese) products. The cereal case is highly single cereal-oriented, focusing on an innovative organizational approach to increase the competitiveness of the French durum wheat chain.

1 There is a plethora of scientific literature on food supply chains (and supply chains in general), including all the various chain system descriptions, from supply chains and demand chains to value chains which encompass both supply and demand chains. A full review of these publications, with their strengths and weaknesses, is outside the scope of this chapter.
Case 1: The vine & wine chain

1.1 Socio-economic, historic, cultural and heritage importance of the French wine-producing sector.

Although winemaking knowledge spans a period of over 2000 years, wine research and experimentation have never been as active as today in the ‘New World’ wine countries (US Davis in the USA, Stellenbosch in South Africa, the AWRI in Australia, ITA in Argentina) as well as in the more traditional ones (Italy, France, Spain). To illustrate the fact, a survey on the French wine sector found 1187 publications over the 2008–2012 period (Fournier, 2014). The globalization of vineyard plantations is directly related to economic development, risks and opportunities tied to climate change, and shifting consumer habits, prompting all countries to evolve—even the traditional homelands. The wine sector stands out from other agro-food sectors. In Europe, especially around the Mediterranean Basin, wine is a cultural product with long-standing historical value. Vine growing yields a huge influence on local cultures and holds an undeniable heritage role, as the human being remains a dominant factor in the articulation of knowledge. New World wine countries have opened up to the production and consumption of wine, and even to wine tourism. Vine is a long-lived plant that only starts to produce in its fourth year, yet standing surface areas of vines continues to grow.

Despite fierce competition, France and Italy remain the world’s leading producer countries. France counts more than 80,000 wine-farm operations, corresponding to about 250,000 direct jobs, and the majority of these farms are smaller than 50 ha, although size varies hugely due to local wine-producing conditions. Production tends to focus around the family circle to preserve employment in rural areas. There are only a few international brands outside the Cognac and Champagne production areas. As the third most practiced crop in France, vineyards account for 3.7% of the French utilized agricultural area (UAAs) and about 20% of all pesticides, volume-wise. One of the stand-out features of the sector is its huge diversity, both at production level and organizational level. A recent forward-looking survey of the French vine and wine sector performed by the INRA (Sébillotte et al., 2003) has raised the stakes in terms of partnerships and identified about a hundred actors, job specificities, cooperative models and trade unions. The decision centers for vine and wine research are partly harmonized in a French executive frame (INAO, DGCCRF) but mostly in European and global structures through the OIV (Office International de la Vigne et du Vin) that counts 46 member states representing 85% of worldwide wine production. OIV experts issue recommendations that are mostly adopted at EU level, lending these regulations statutory value.

2. Specificities of the wine sector in food-processing industry-related research.

The ‘soil, vineyard, grape and wine’ continuum should be covered in future research taking into account environmental and qualitative approaches. For analysis, the following issues emerge:

a. The plant material: France continues to cultivate the same one species (Vitis vinifera L.). Its capacity in terms of vegetative cloning allows almost identical reproduction of plants of the same variety. Approximately 200 different vine varieties are registered in the French catalogue, but just 15 represent 85% of all grapes planted in France. Every year in France, 200 million plants are sold to ensure the renewal of 800,000 ha of vineyards. The list of vine varieties authorized for AOP and IGP wine productions is strongly regulated and defined by legislative decrees. Global climate change and extensive use of pesticides are driving a gradual change in the vine varieties currently used (Ojeda et al., 2016), which will have serious impact for the future of the wine sector.

b. Production systems: The wine sector features a broad diversity of production systems, which are mainly conventional, partly intensive (about 10%), rational and integrated (8%) with alternative solutions to weed killers and insecticides, and small but fast-expanding organic and biodynamic vine
production (6%). Organic vineyard farming is governed by EU regulation 2092/91. EU government-approved certification bodies assure compliance with these specifications, which gives the right to use the word “organic” and the “AB” logo (Trioli et al., 2009). The EU regulation allowing labelling as “organic wine” was extended to winemaking from August 1st 2012 (Salmon, 2010). Since February 8th 2012, rules on organic winemaking (CIR 203/2012) complete the EU organic regulation (EC) 834/2007 allowing certification of the transformation process and thus also the wine, not just the grapes.

c. Wine, as final product: The huge array of different wines (more than 500,000 commercial references in France) is divided into still wines, sparkling wines and liquor sweet wines. Like other fermented drinks (beer, cider), wines are not yet compelling to state inputs and additives for processing on their labels. According to French legislation, additives are distinguished from technological auxiliary agents which are not present in the final product. Once wine-labelling is made compulsory, consumer research will become even more critical. One of the challenges of tomorrow’s oenology research is to develop high-quality wine with less or zero inputs. As bottled wine has a much longer shelf-life than any other processed food, the key research question will be how to maintain and develop wine quality during storage, with particular focus on how to manage oxidation (and reduction) phenomena using minimal sulphite, which is a known allergen (Salmon, 2012). Note that the aging wine, contrary to many other stored products, enhances its final quality.

d. Quality markers: The wine sector has defined various quality markers that structure the market and define the conditions for the evaluation of the final product. Wines are classified according to three statutory categories established within the framework of the EU-market system:

- Wines without geographical indication (VSiG or "Wine of France" without GI),
- Wines with protected geographical indications (PGI),
- Wines with protected designations of origin (PDO or AOC in France), ruled by specifications at the level of each of the 318 PDO and 73 PGI.

In 2016, nearly 50% of wines in terms of volume corresponded to PDO wines, and 28% to PGI wines. Wines are sold and marketing through diverse channels, including direct selling in the cellar, selling through cooperatives, or sales by traders, all utilizing different forms of packaging from the classic bottles to bulk wines, bag-in-box, etc. New wine packaging solutions (BIB, PET bottles) are a focus of specific research (Vidal et al., 2011; Toussaint et al., 2014), since wine for export is well-conditioned until the moment of consumption. Research on managing quality parameters is directly related to vine growing and winemaking. The translation of research results and/or consumer preferences and market opportunities into innovations takes years (typically 10–15), and even more when local adoption (as in Spain and Italy) and legal acceptance (OIV, Europe, PGI or PDO) are added.

e. Environmental and pedoclimatic conditions and symbolic varieties of wine-producing areas: Wine production and final quality and composition are very strongly impacted by local environmental and pedoclimatic conditions. French vine-planting areas cover diverse landscapes (plains/hillsides) and pedoclimatic conditions, and there are further challenges to counteract diseases depending on Mediterranean, Atlantic or northern pedoclimatic conditions. Finally, the availability of fresh water resources is becoming a huge concern due to changing intensities of rainfall and periods of drought. Although the picture is different between Global North and Global South, overall, climate change is leading to hydric stress (Escudier et al., 2014; Dequin et al., 2016). These issues are addressed by the large wine-producing French regions that finance inter-professional organization centers with their own experimental facilities.

f. Diversity in socio-economic models: Winemaking farming systems adopt different winemaking strategies depending on their production, marketing, (direct or indirect) sales, organizational setup (e.g. a cooperative structure), trading channels, etc. The vineyard is a long-lasting crop investment, so grape varieties and modes of vine dressing have to be chosen very carefully, and thus require a
long term strategy and sustainable practices. In the mid-term, producers should be given guidance to
help overcome periodic constraints and the potential consequences thereof.


The issues outlined above and the strengths and weaknesses of the French wine sector require the
development of a robust, well-structured and nationally-coordinated research strategy with input
from the INRA, the IFV (French Wine & Vine Institute) and a network of regional Chambers of
Agriculture for research and experimentation. The oenology laboratories, input suppliers and
equipment manufacturers should be the operational levers at local level. The following thoughts
should be included in the debate:

- The distillation and selling of alcohol and the value-chain of some co-products by distillers
  (such as phenolic compounds, coloured pigments, etc.) allow winemakers to finance cellar
wastes depollution, free of charge. This specific circular economy model in France is suffering
due to the abolition of financial support for distillation, but it should be re-discussed now
that there are novel technologies and new waste-to-value pathways for co-products, such as
those researched in the ongoing EU Project NOAW (NOAW, 2017): the utilization of tannins
for biomaterials is a good example.

- In a sound bio-economy context, it is necessary to improve the conditions for grape
harvesting and to develop precision oenology to reduce input and additive use and health–
hygiene risks in winemaking (Escudier et al., 2012).

4. Towards an innovative vine and wine science and technology agenda.

Relatively strict qualitative specifications on the wine product and its composition should be defined
at every stage of the transformation process, from the moment of harvesting up to the consumption
of a glass of wine. This involves setting up a no-defect oenology methodology and defining
quantifiable identifiers for wine quality, which is a prerequisite in order to converge the development
of new innovations in the sector with assurances of final product acceptance by the consumer. At
the first pre-fermentative technical steps, it is important to understand and improve both the extraction
phenomena and the clarification of musts, by developing mechanical instead of input-based
interventions. Second, the management of oxygen and the implementation of a continuous process –
for at least the large production units—are important challenges. Alcoholic fermentation will be
better mastered by an in-line follow-up approach that allows feedback and feedforward
interventions. Next, control of the physical-chemical evolution of wines, and specifically their redox
levels, is a field of ongoing research related to final wine quality. Its development will depend, in
particular, on the definition of new membrane materials for filtration and electrodialysis, and new
highly-sensitive measurement devices. Finally, it is crucial to involve geographical indication agencies,
trade associations and inter-professional organizations in the definition, management and control of
wine quality evaluation.
The winemaker generates a large amount of observational data in every vintage, and the increasing
use of sensors in the vineyard and in the cellars also generates new data. All this information remains
widely under-exploited, creating a real challenge for knowledge capitalization in various forms
(digital, expertise, etc.).

Case 2: The Meat chain

2.1 The French meat chain

Meat and milk chains begin by animal production. Around 75% of French UAA is used for livestock
production, ¾ of which is grasslands. Livestock production is often criticized as resource-intensive,
competing with the direct production of other foods for humans and contributing to climate change. Livestock production requires a lot of water (the average water requirement for beef cattle is estimated at 15,000 L of water per kg of beef weight) and cereals, especially in intensive farming systems. Ruminants also produce GHGs, including enteric methane which has a big equivalent carbon footprint. However, these elements must be put into perspective by the fact that animals can draw value from surfaces and foods that are unsuitable for humans (grass, co-products from agriculture and industry, etc.). In addition, grazing systems deliver a large number of often-forgotten ecosystem services: carbon storage in pasture soils, maintenance of soil fertility and biological activity, maintenance of animal and plant biodiversity, reduction of pesticide use, greater resistance of lands to fires and storms, etc.

2.2 The nutritional value of meat consumption

Meat products are essential for human nutrition and food security worldwide. They currently provide about 26% of total protein consumption and 13% of all calories (FAO, 2009). For protein alone, 100 grams of cooked meat covers 35–60% of the recommended nutrient intake (RNI) of an adult man (Martin, 2001; AFSSA, 2007). Nutritionally speaking, meat has the advantage of containing all the essential amino acids and in balanced amounts relative to human needs—whatever the species, 100 g of cooked meat covers 70–200% of the RNI of amino acids depending on amino acid profile. Furthermore, the digestibility of meat proteins is high, between 90 and 95%, even after cooking (Bax et al., 2013). Meat is also a valuable source of iron, zinc, selenium and B-group vitamins, as 100 g of cooked meat covers 20–80% of RNI in zinc, 18–25% in selenium, 50–100% in B12, 30–50% in B3, and is a valuable supplement in terms of B6 content (AFSSA 2007; Duchene & Gandemer, 2016). The diet contribution of “red” meat is also important, especially when factoring in the bioavailability of heme iron. The RNI was defined for dietary iron in general, with an average intestinal absorption coefficient estimated at 10%. On this basis, for example, 100 g of braised cheek would cover 23% of the RNI of iron for a man and 13% for a woman (Duchene & Gandemer, 2016). However, after factoring in the better absorption of heme iron, the contribution of cheek meat becomes 45% of RNI of iron for a man and 26% for a woman. This is especially important for adolescents and premenopausal women who have high iron requirements: in France, 25% of women of childbearing age have low iron stores, and 5.7% are anemic (USEN, 2007).

2.3 The evolution of meat consumption

All food consumption projections point to an increase in meat consumed worldwide. The rate and level of increase remains debatable as they are based on dietary changes in developing countries which are difficult to predict with any real accuracy. One of the countries set to drive this increase is China, where meat consumption has already surpassed 50 kg per capita per year and will likely reach 80 kg per capita per year in 2030 (Pelletier, 2015). World population is predicted to reach 9 billion by 2050, so if consumption per capita remains at its current level, world consumption will increase by 30%—and even double if we consider the evolution in the quantity of meat eaten by the Chinese population. The FAO predicts an intermediate level in a 50–70% range of increase. The index of animal consumption, which is the amount of food needed by the animal to produce 1 kg of meat, is 1.8 for poultry meat, and 3.0 for pork. The index for beef is higher than for pork, but depends on the proportion of grain and grass in the feed.

2.4 Towards a new dietary balance in animal and plant proteins

The future deficit in meat requires political measures and innovations in the field of animal production which are not detailed here. A dietary deficiency in animal proteins in the human diet can theoretically be compensated by a greater use of plant proteins, and vice versa. Appropriate plant protein resources should be carefully selected to achieve a balance in amino acids in the diet, as legume proteins for example are low in methionine and cysteine, while cereal proteins are poor in...
lysine. Moreover, plant proteins are often less digestible than meat proteins, can trigger allergies, and may cause product off-flavors. Consequently, further research is needed to process plants and integrate plant proteins in the diet. An innovative solution would be to combine plant and animal proteins in new food products different from those based on traditional uses of soya.

2.5 Animal waste reduction and valorization of co-products

Increasing animal-protein food security requires limiting losses and wastage of animal products along the chain. This is true for all food products, but especially for meat due to its environmental footprint once we account for all the inputs and resources utilized up to the final end-product, for which Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) studies have managed to gather a fair amount of quantitative data in recent years. This waste challenge is particularly acute for beef because animal production in “western feeding-lots” requires high energy and water supplies, while grazing leads to the formation of GHGs. Scholtz, Eriksson and Strid (2015) calculated that 3.5% of mass loss—as recorded for meat products in six Swedish supermarkets—accounts for 29% of total footprint wastage of these supermarkets. Some of the solutions to reduce meat waste are common to other food products (improving packaging, rationalizing portion size, etc.), and are based on informing and educating consumers and professionals and better understanding their behavior. From a food science and technology point of view, decreasing meat waste requires (1) a better preservation of product quality and (2) transforming meat-industry co-products into high-added-value products. The first point is being researched under the GloFoods metaprogram (GloFoods, 2016), a large multi-disciplinary INRA and CIRAD program dealing with scientific challenges for global food security. The second issue is especially important for the meat industry because less than half of animal weight is meat, and the other half consists of fat, blood, skin, bone, ligaments, etc., which are co-products that can be used in different ways depending on animal species and consumer dietary cultures. For example, in France, a lot of pig co-products like fat, leg bones and blood are used in traditional foods such as “saucisson”, “pieds de porc”, “boudin” (blood sausage), and so on, while in China and much of Asia pig ears are a traditional dish and proteins and minerals extracted from the bones are used as ingredients for traditional soups and dishes. Applications are even found in non-fully-registered medicines such as chondroitin sulfate. Another example is poultry legs consumed by Chinese and Vietnamese citizens, but rarely in European culinary culture.

2.6 Towards an innovative meat food science and technology agenda

As discussed above, the value-streaming of by-products warrants fresh impetus and continued effort as there are opportunities for ligaments as source of elastin, poultry feathers and cattle hair as a source of keratin, etc. The quality of the gelatin from bones or blood proteins needs to be substantially improved for further use in food and pharmacy industries (Saguer et al., 2008). Peptides from protein hydrolysates should be further researched for their bioactive properties in high-added-value products for biomedicine, pharmaceutics, and cosmetics (Gu & Wu, 2016). Second, manual processing of carcasses and meat should be revisited for environmental and economic reasons. The water and energy inputs are substantial and could be reduced in completely new integrated process designs. Highly intelligent sensor-driven manufacturing, including the use of robotics, may also help reduce meat losses during processing. Third, meat consumption should be re-discussed to balance health and pleasure with environmental concerns at global scale taking into account the cultural diversity in meat consumption. Fourth, meat safety problems related to bacteria (Salmonella, Listeria...) or prions (bovine spongiform encephalopathy) warrants continued research effort, and today research is extended to the effect of meat on cardiovascular diseases and cancers. Many research projects have thus been focused on the effect of reducing fat and salt in cold and cured meat while maintaining their technological and sensorial properties (Bombrun et al., 2014, 2015, Harkouss et al., 2015), which remains a challenging scientific endeavour. Fifth, a new focus should be on the relationship between specific cancers and initial chemical contamination of meat, due to either animal feeds or pollution of the animal environment (Planché et al., 2015).
Numerous questions are also posed regarding the formation of carcinogenic compounds during processing (Kondjayan et al., 2010ab), the prevention of oxidation and nitrosation, connected with the presence of iron (Promeyrat et al., 2013) and the existence of nitrates/nitrites in the final meat product. A lot of European consumers remain fond of either beef steaks or roasts, but there is often a disconnect between the major sensorial traits for beef meat quality like tenderness, flavor and juiciness and what the industry can guarantee through meat grading and pricing, which results in a direct impact on meat-industry competitiveness (Hocquette et al., 2014). A new view on ‘quality’ should be based on a sound food science approach.

**Case 3: The dairy chain**

### 3.1 The French dairy sector

The French dairy sector is one of the driving forces of the French economy. It represents an annual turnover of €30 billion, is France’s second largest agri-food sector, counting 60,000 employees in the overall chain, and contributes to approximately 40% of agro-food trade (€3.7 billion). In the past 10 years the dairy sector has undergone deep restructuring. Between 2005 and 2015, the number of dairy businesses fell by over 30%, from 1120 in 2005 down to 760 in 2015. However, 5 of the top 25 global dairy companies are based in France. The organizational structure of French dairy businesses shows a remarkable 50/50 split, with half of them cooperatives and the other half private companies. They are collectively represented by the FNCL (Fédération Nationale des Coopératives Laitières) and the FNIL (Fédération Nationale des Industries Laitières), respectively. Together they form the CNIEL (Centre National Interprofessionnel de l’Economie Laitière) which is the decision making authority in the dairy domain in France. At national level, the CNIEL defines the collective actions and the scientific agenda (research programs, bibliography scanning, etc.) needed to reinforce the competitiveness of the chain actors (Économie laitière en chiffres, CNIEL, Edition 2016). Figure 1, presents the richness and diversity of the French dairy sector, with cheese products appreciated and recognizable at both global and local scales.

**Figure 1.** A map of the regions in France with all their typical cheese products

### 3.2 Joint research and development programs

The French dairy sector is extremely strong and executes many public-private research programs, in particular with the INRA (joint research centres STLO in Rennes, Urtal in Poligny, and LRF in Aurillac), technical centers like Actalia and universities/schools like AgroCampusOuest and the Ecole Nationale d’Industrie Laitière. The strongest R&D centers are based in the western part of France (Brittany Region). These centers perform both pre-competitive and competitive research as well as development and innovation programs. The INRA coordinates programs through the ANR (French National Research Agency) such as the Valobab project focusing on the nutritional value of phospholipids from buttermilk (Bourlieu & Michalski, 2015, Gassi et al, 2016), and pools its platforms to optimally respond to dairy market challenges and problems. Another key example is the long-term integrated R&D program called ‘functionalyzed proteins for the dairy industry’ (PROFIL) whose ambition is to create new "clean label" dairy products by improving the antifungal, texturing, vectorizing and emulsifying properties of milk proteins (see below). This 6-year program is supported by the Brittany and Pays de Loire regions, the INRA, and several universities and dairy processors.

### 3.3 Examples of innovative food science and emerging technologies topics in the dairy chain

The dairy products of tomorrow will be more and more complex and sophisticated. They will carry functionalities depending on target groups, like Lactel’s “Sporteus” for sportsmen (certified via INSEP) and “Jour après Jour” (day after day) for the elderly.
The complexity stems first from the modes of conception. Raw materials, either pure or mixed, are fractionated into basic building blocks and then restructured via concentration, separation, and purification of proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and minerals. The aim is to get an ideal biochemical profile corresponding to consumer demands. One example is ‘breakfast on the go’ combining dairy and cereal-based resources into smoothies, milkshakes, yoghurt drinks, etc. Another example, developed by the INRA, is a new concept called “MilUp” combining milk and lupin.

The complexity also stems from the mode of manufacturing. Large unit operations such as the fabrication of textures, aromas and functional matrices (pre- and probiotics, yeast dough, texturants) may be decoupled, after which these different matrices have to be re-assembled, resulting in a highly complex multi-functional matrix, as typified in the FromInnov concept (patent WO2016108024).

Added complexity comes from the end-to-end chain conditions, including storage and distribution. Dehydration and rehydration then texturization are critical in long chains. A key example here is the new INRA-developed milk powder (patent WO2016016397).

Directly related to matrix complexity is the challenge of obtaining appropriate technical or nutrition-health functionalities. Technical functionalities (e.g. melting or spreading behavior, crispiness, etc.) are dependent on the biochemical profile of the matrix and its protein-mineral-lipid complexes. Nutritional functionalities are strongly related to the potential vectorizability of molecules-of-interest (like peptides, bioactive microorganisms or immune-modulators), the preservation of their mode of action during delivery in the digestive tract, and their uptake. Here again, the encompassing matrix plays a crucial role in terms of providing stability and release control.

Functionalized products—produced via a reverse engineering approach—should preferably have a “clean label”, exclusively utilizing dairy ingredients. One major challenge is to design and deliver textures based on appropriate protein assemblies without any additional additives. Attempts to phase out today’s antifungal chemical compounds hinge on developing an integrated fermentation process involving mixed cultures of micro-organisms with acidifying, aromatizing and antifungal properties, which is far from trivial (see the PROFIL project above).

Finally, functionalized food products should be produced via eco-friendly production routes and verified using multi-criteria evaluation schemes and expert databases. The data, if well-documented and categorized using state-of-the-art knowledge engineering approaches (see elsewhere in this special issue), can then be properly exploited utilizing decision support tools that integrate environmental, product, process and economics parameters. The SD2P software tool is an example.

This area of dairy food science and emerging technology innovation poses a number of scientific questions: (i) do we understand the complexity of food matrices and their functionalities enough to avoid negative side effects for specific target groups? (ii) can we define a ‘book of knowledge’ for designing intelligent processing methods? (iii) how can we create decision support tools based on multi-criteria analysis schemes to select appropriate technologies when there are so many variables?

3.4 Towards an innovative dairy food science and technology agenda

The French dairy chain has arrived at a strategic turning point in its rich history. The national market is mature, with a structural tendency towards less milk consumption, less place for fresh products, and stable cheese consumption, but with a new balance towards convenience products for on-the-go consumption and functional dairy foods (spinning, gratin, slides...) with increased fats and powders.

All prospective scenarios on the short- and long-term development of the French dairy sector show a pattern of convergence towards strong internationalization of innovative dairy products (Prospects
for the cow milk sector by 2030 - France AgriMer, June 2015), so it is vital to integrate the diversity and availability of resources and the needs, preferences and acceptances of consumers.

Within these perspectives, five major themes co-emerge:

i. The first concerns the design of environmentally efficient and intensified processes in complex industrial systems at a global scale (Perrot et al, 2011). In fact, the concentration of industrial activities in the dairy sector tends towards the production of various products at a single location. So far, technological approaches have so far been linear and single-product output-oriented. Today, technological approaches are becoming increasingly integrated with multiple outputs, often of non-food developing into a complex multi-scale system that requires a high level of knowledge and modelling integration. In this sense, the dairy industry could serve as the reference model for heading towards eco-efficiency and eco-design of complex food systems (Xu et al, 2009). A key example is the novel eco-efficient process for milk powder production (Garreau et al, 2016) that cuts out the energy-intensive drying step by increasing the dry matter of the concentrate.

ii. The second theme concerns the concept of quality of dairy products via a reversed engineering approach that considers all dimensions of food quality characteristics as starting points for the selection, optimization or radical modification of processing steps. Vice versa, adopting these processing pathways may result in (potentially) new product functionalities of products. The best example is given by the cheese chain, representing 40% of national dairy volume. The optimization of traditional individual transformation processes only partially allows the development of new functionalities, as all transformation steps are inter-dependent (Jeantet et al, 2017). For example, the processes for the creation of texture and aroma need to be first decoupled, as shown for butter in the 1980s, and afterwards re-integrated. A first revolutionary step has been the new MMV process (Maubois –Mocquot – Vassal) that now serves as basis for the development of the cheeses of tomorrow (Garric et al, 2016). The MMV process, by reversing the coagulation and draining steps, made it possible to better recover the serum proteins and make cheeses of constant weight. We also proposed decoupling the ripening step in order to obtain ready-to-eat cheese only two days after its manufacturing phase. This avoids managing temperature, humidity and maintenance of ripening cellars.

iii. The third major theme concerns the matrix of potentially interesting micro-organisms for the transformation of dairy resources into dairy products, especially for those with a long shelf-life. The ‘omics’ methods help in determining the optimal microbial assemblies – the microbial ecosystems in a food context – and their evolution all along the life span of food products in order to end up with most preferred functionalities (Le Boucher et al, 2013). This includes in particular also the digestion steps and the understanding of interactions between gut flora and microbial assemblies in the dairy matrix (Jeanson et al, 2013). Also here, a reversed engineering approach is most appropriate in order to focus on required functions and functionalities.

iv. The fourth, a more cross-cutting theme—relevant for dairy products envisaged for large-scale export—is related to transport and distribution costs but also to the reduction of food losses and environmental impact, which are objectively followed by detailed LCA studies, and the ambition to strive for appropriate quality at the end of the various chains. This requires gaining new insight into the ‘drying—conservation—dehydration’ triptych in order to understand and adapt the evolution of complex food matrices—with or without microbial assemblies—in different logistics pathways.

v. The fifth and final theme is also related to quality, but this time the enormous diversity of regional cheese products, often in smaller volumes (Figure 1), all of which contribute to the image of France as a major producer of high-quality cheese and a leading source of both traditional and innovative food products. The challenges are related to adequate marketing
strategies, competitive short food supply chains and long distribution channels, and certified product quality schemes.

**Case 4: The cereal chain, with a particular focus on durum wheat**

4.1. The French cereal sector

Cereal farming covers 14% of the world’s agricultural surface. In Europe, cereal production is dominated by 6 countries: France, Germany, Poland, the UK, Italy, and Spain. The main cereal crops are common (or soft) wheat (45%), corn (21%) and barley (20%). Triticale, rye, durum wheat, oat and sorghum are also farmed, but at more modest scale. France is the largest producer of cereals in Europe, mainly common wheat, corn grain, barley, and durum wheat, but also 6 other cereals (Abecassis et al, 2009). Here we focus on durum wheat, which in contrast to common wheat is almost exclusively intended for human consumption after industrial processing.

4.2. The durum wheat chain and its objectives

The durum wheat chain is highly professionally organized by all public and private actors, including 5 economic interest groups (EIG) focusing on genetic varieties, 50 seed multiplication enterprises, 20,000 durum wheat farmers, 125 organizations collecting and storing durum wheat, 6 semolina mills, 8 pasta manufacturing factories, 4 couscous manufacturing factories, and 2 factories manufacturing precooked or crushed durum wheat grains. The entire sector is also served by experimental farms and large pilot-scale facilities for grain fractionation and secondary processing, such as the one shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. Durum wheat mill pilot plant (left: grinding section; right: sifting section), a key facility at the plant product processing technology platform in Montpellier.

In response to user and consumer quality requirements, all French stakeholders in the durum wheat chain have collaborated to jointly define product quality ambitions for intermediate and final products. These ambitions are related to production volumes and efficiencies, and to product characteristics (glassy appearance, composition and properties of semolina, etc.) to obtain marketables like pastas of amber yellow colour that cook out as consumers expect. Joint action in the last few years (Sissons et al, 2012) has defined the following objectives:

- The identification of shared quality criteria for durum wheat products has served to define common goals for basic and applied research; examples are to understand the physical-chemical basis of quality of pasta, and to develop novel, generic varietal screening methods.

- The creation of an EIG focusing on the genetic improvement of durum wheat has allowed to pool genetic resources between public institutes and private breeders. The development of high-throughput screening methods has helped identify and design productive varieties that also meet both qualitative and disease-resistance objectives.

- The development of a novel tool called "wheat advice" links market requirements and product quality directly to the appropriate agronomic strategies.

- The development and implementation of new—often intensified—processing technologies such as the centrifugal-based rapid semolina hydration process for the production of pasta or couscous, high-temperature pasta-drying, or the co-fractionation and adapted extrusion processes for mixed vegetable protein products. These developments have contributed to a better value-streaming of French durum wheat and its high quality and nutrition potential. For instance, the use of the centrifugal wetting equipment in the industrial couscous-grain production lines enables better control of agglomeration yield with a more uniform
distribution of the size of the wet agglomerates, which can increase agglomeration yield two-fold while decreasing the recycled flow of over-fine agglomerates. Recent work based on the concept of powder engineering science has demonstrated hydration process-specific mechanisms. Another example concerns overheated steam, which has long been in use in pasta and couscous plants either for pre-cooking or drying end-products. One of the major problems has been the degradation of the integrated insulating panels in dryers due to vapor condensation. This issue is now overcome thanks to the use of highly-insulating materials and perfect sealing of the panels. Drying technologies have also been improved by optimizing air distribution and dew-point control, especially in the cooling stages. All these improvements have resulted in energy savings.

4.3. Challenges in the French durum wheat chain

The French durum wheat chain faces numerous challenges and in therefore continuously asking for deeper insights in cereal science and innovation. Key challenges are:

Climate change: After a period of substantial growth, durum wheat yields levelled off fifteen years ago due to global warming, drought and irregular rainfall, especially in the Mediterranean Basin. Hydroic stress and specific pests (Juroszek & Tiedemann, 2013) have affected the production yield and quality of durum wheat products. Beyond these technical consequences, climate change can have important socioeconomic impacts, threatening global production as well as the survival of numerous traditional SMEs and cooperatives. Note that durum wheat products are part of the Mediterranean diet, the first non-materialistic asset on the Unesco intangible cultural heritage list.

Evolution of new environmental regulations: The recently adopted nitrate directive has a severe impact on the durum wheat chain and may lead to significant reductions in yield as well as protein content, with consequences on end-product quality. Hence, innovation is needed to find creative solutions both in production and processing (see below). In addition, discussing a quality premium for durum wheat-based products is strongly recommended in the context of the new common agricultural policy reform. Certain regions in Europe may rapidly lose competitiveness due to higher production costs compared to other cereals (common wheat). Finally, renewed focus on value recovery from co-products of entire cereal plants, like the lignocellulosic part or hulls of the grains, for biomaterials and functional molecules and, in part, bio-energy fits with in the latest bio-economy concepts that focus on cascading the use of plant constituents (Abecassis et al., 2014).

Agronomic stakes: The durum wheat chain has to find levers to maintain high yield and quality while reducing its environmental impact and external inputs use (INRA, CEMAGREF, 2005). This imposes ecological intensification schemes with rotations taking into account preceding crops, as well as the definition of new disease resistance strategies via genetic selection and the development of new biocontrol methods. These agronomic questions should be tackled not just at field level (Herrera et al, 2009) but also at a more systemic level spanning territorial production, processing (Kaushik et al, 2009) and distribution up to final consumption, locally and globally (Brunori et al, 2016).

Qualitative and technological challenges: History has shown that the durum wheat chain knows how to meet the expectations of industries and consumers for quality products obtained via appropriate processing schemes (Ruiz et al, 2014; Cuq et al, 2014). However, the new challenges require a rethink of current practices, including reflexion on recurring defects (Perilli et al, 2010), increasing fluctuations in quality profiles of harvested grains, diversification of agricultural practices and varieties. Durum industries should also improve their processes to improve the health (Rios et al, 2009; Uygun et al, 2008) and nutritional quality (Barron et al, 2012; Rosa-Sibakov et al., 2015) of their products, and thus innovate with new processes and new food products. Figure 3 gives an example for an innovative French baguette based on durum wheat. Overall, the manufacturing industries need to improve their processing flexibility to address the challenges of (increasing)
heterogeneity of resources, substantial energy savings, local socio-economic conditions, marketing strategies for traditional products and processes, and more (Esnouf et al, 2015).

Figure 3: The new 100% durum wheat French baguette. A comparison of baguettes is shown, all based on the same durum wheat but produced utilizing different milling processes. The patented durum wheat flour (LA MIE’nutie) was developed by INRA, Arterris, Moulins Pyrénéens, and the Fédération Régionale de la Boulangerie Pâtisserie du Languedoc-Roussillon.

4.4. Towards an innovative cereal food science and technology agenda

In order to respond to the challenges set out above, a series of innovation actions and science programs have been initiated that are product-oriented, technological and organizational in nature.

The organizational innovation has been the setup and execution of the Durum Wheat Platform, created in 2011 (INRA, ARVALIS, 2013). This platform brings together all actors within the durum wheat chain, including private stakeholders, cooperative structures, academic research institutions and applied research centers. Their aim is to jointly prioritize the most important challenges and the execution of science and innovation projects. This hinges on all platform members sharing a common vision for their future, under the slogan "produce more, better". Accordingly, the ambitions are to improve the economic competitiveness and environmental performance of the whole durum chain—from wheat production up to semolina and pasta production—and short- and long-term research and development projects addressing one or more potential innovations. This approach has yielded a better mobilization of forces, the exploration of public–private research and innovation platforms, and the strengthening of synergies between academic research (INRA, SupAgro), applied research (Arvalis) and economic actors involved as breeders (IEG BD), producers, coops, collectors and manufacturers (CFSI-SIFPAF), all in one 'ecosystem'.

The product-oriented and technological innovations are currently envisaged in public–private research and development projects. These projects are geared to addressing:

- the optimization of current processing lines, e.g., for pasta and couscous production
- including full system control in processing lines utilizing in-line non-intrusive monitoring via intelligent sensors, such as optical sensors to control the size distribution and types of particles generated by the milling processes, or NIR sensors to check product water content.
- including new insights in granular matter, as needed to substantially innovate the processing of couscous in order to avoid re-processing to obtain appropriate couscous structures. A systemic powder engineering approach was proposed to meet powder production and usage requirements by integrating disciplines related to food science and technology with academic disciplines such as process engineering, physical chemistry, or physics. A solid understanding of the behavior of granular matter constituted by dense assemblies of solid heterogeneous grains under external stresses remains highly relevant here.
- New insights in biochemistry on structures and functional and nutritional properties of multiple proteins (such as glutenin polymers and gliadins), especially for mixed protein resources like cereal-legume matrices. Here, the volume and mass fractions of proteins, their profiles, nutritional functionalities and textural behavior are to be addressed in an integrative manner encompassing both the fractionation of agro-resources (as in co-grinding) and the structuration of matrices (as in extrusion).
- Overall, research is needed to better understand the structure–function relationships of durum-wheat products as a function of dynamic conditions all along the agri-food chain—
relationships that include environmental, processing, storage and transport factors as well as consumption and health benefits (Fifth World Pasta Congress, 2015).

The future points to mixed organizational and technological innovations in new international cooperations, especially in the Mediterranean Basin and in higher education and training. The Durum Platform thus stands as an exemplary partnership approach as it draws new modes of research and open innovation.

Discussion and conclusions

France has traditionally built up strong food chains and adapted its basic research and innovation strategies to achieve high food quality output. The French agro-food sector is a world-leader in numerous chains, but globalization is putting pressure on its chain approach. Here, we described each case in a somewhat different way, as explained in the introduction, to clearly emerge these pressures. The durum wheat chain, for example, faces strong competition from abroad. The meat chain suffers an image deficit due to associations with disease and environmental impacts. The dairy sector faces saturation of markets, and the wine sector is severely impacted by climate changes.

Each of these chains is therefore seeking innovations that will help them improve economically, environmentally, nutritionally and socially. These innovations are part organizational (e.g. new public–private partnerships), part product–technological (see below), and/or part communicational, including new marketing strategies, labels for territorial products, etc. Since food products, especially in Europe, are often strongly rooted in tradition and cultural heritage, the French food sector continues to support both larger-scale, globally-oriented food chains but also, and crucially, territorial and local-to-local and local-to-global value chains. These innovations are not only chain-oriented but increasingly either inter-chain or even cross-sector-oriented. A clear example is the value-streaming of waste and co-products in a cascading bio-economy process in which all constituents are optimally and ecologically value-streamed, as shown in the cases for meat (e.g. ligaments as source of elastin), cereals (e.g. lignocellulosic part of the grain hulls) and wine (non-food applications of polyphenols). This takes us up from (linear) chains and toward the (complex) system.

Food science and technology is still very much tied to a food chain orientation. Sustainable, added-value approaches for specific products, competing with other products in similar chains, remain a primary ambition. The focal processing steps thus strive to optimize and up-value product quality while reducing environmental impact, which is where life cycle analysis actions emerge potentially interesting pathways, as for example indicated in the dairy and meat cases. Numerous improvements are expected in this area in the coming decades, especially if all co-products are to be transformed into final end-products (food and non-food) in an effort to optimally utilize our renewable resources.

A major focus point remains getting a better understanding of the meaning of food quality, for either characteristics of the end-product or the intermediates depending on the in-chain interventions. Consumer science has assisted in understanding quality in terms of consumer preferences, acceptance and needs. Nutrition and health-oriented research continuously unearths new quality characteristics in terms of nutritional and health impact. Process engineering methods provide insights into process–structure–function relationships. Novel packaging and storage systems yield knowledge on preserving the stability, shelf life and keeping quality of food, as illustrated in the wine case. Biobased sciences pave the way to redefining quality in terms of multiple products and their spectrum of required functionalities throughout a chain and inter-connected chains (thus more at a system level), in a way that is directly or indirectly related to the agro-resources mobilized. The search for appropriate, non-intrusive, highly-sensitive, in-line sensor devices is imperative. Consequently, the concept of food quality is continuously re-challenged.
In the emerging technology area, we are seeing numerous innovative pathways that are generically important and increasingly based on a reverse engineering approach starting with the quality required by consumers. The four cases studied here highlight the following topics: process intensification integrating a variety of transformation steps, smart process control utilizing in-line sensors, packaging and other ways of preserving product quality in chains, and food-omics, especially for food microbiology in the wider context (contamination, fermentation, digestion, etc.). At a more systemic level, industrial complex systems, either within a single industry or in an industrial ecology context, are becoming more apparent. Striving for eco-efficiency in transformation processes and useful utilization of all heterogeneous agro-resources—including by-product and waste streams—requires a permanent pipeline of new insights in food engineering.

In the food science area, the spotlight is strongly on protein science, spanning dairy, cereal, legume and meat sector proteins. The sustainable and intelligent exploitation of all protein resources for our diets, for animal feed and pet food, and for non-food applications, is a key topic in numerous science and innovation programs. Efforts are directed towards finding new sources, new functionalities and technicalities, new insights into the complex structures of proteins under diverse conditions, alternative nutritional profiles in food, but also the necessary alternatives to synthetic products. Here again, the inter-connections between chains, for example between either cereals and legumes or vegetable proteins partially replacing meat proteins, provide opportunities for new food products, as in the meat case, but also new and adapted processes like co-grinding, as in the cereal case.

The need to deepen the science base for food assemblies—in separate food chains—has recently led to new collaborations with soft matter scientists, mathematicians and computer scientists to unravel complex systems, and with nutrition and medical scientists to understand decomposition processes, food component intake and health consequences, and so on. In-diet interactions of food products from different chains, mixed-protein foods, ready-to-eat meals, etc., all increase interactions between chains, adding layers of complexity and posing new questions for the area of food science and emerging technologies in the future, both at chain level and at a more systemic level.

**Perspectives**

The historical basis of the food industry as a multi-food supply chain sector is still well anchored today. It has continuously led to new scientific and innovation projects, and is largely expected to continue doing so, given the numerous opportunities and bottlenecks that remain, and that we can summarize as generic perspectives shaping food science and technology for the future:

- **Sustainable processing:** the continuous drive to reduce the footprint of single chains by more efficiently utilizing resources per kg of final product. This is a single-supply-chain concern leading to agendas for each chain; however, it is also a sector and (inter)national concern warranting recommendations, exchange of best practices and targeted support mechanisms to address general topics such as the reduction of fertilizer input and its consequences—here, with special focus on alternative strategies, e.g. based on physical principles like mechanical interventions—to reduce and recycle energy and water, etc.

- **Added value creation:** competition between big businesses, between big and small businesses, and between small businesses will repetitively lead to new product and technology developments. The past decades, for example, have driven a substantial increase in convenience products and the development of minimal processing equipment. Hence, the supply chains themselves will create their own dynamics, as the opportunities are substantial and the challenges are very different between large- and small-scale production. However, it is also of public interest, in the case local or national assets, to find opportunities to create better added value, e.g. food quality of local, often niche products in relation to place branding and typically authentic local assets (cultural, environmental, social, etc), which is
where value chain research stems in (Porter, 1985). Here, the diversity aspect of food quality science, including objective markers for quality, warrants special attention, along with new technologies and packaging concepts that better reveal the biodiversity of food products while guaranteeing better food health safety.

- Novel technology implementation: the existence, pros and cons of novel technology and packaging concepts are often not well known by SMEs, making it urgent to support a long-term accessible and updated technology database with key features and application potential for numerous product chains. Next, it would be wise to couple and rethink product chain-related infrastructures and equipments to exchange best practices between technologies developed for specific supply chains. A specific focus on technologies that are competitive at small-scale is also highly recommended, as pointed out elsewhere in this Special Issue (‘Engineering food processes at small scale—challenges and perspectives’)

- An in-depth international cross-sector review of food supply chains would be helpful in order to extract, via a knowledge engineering approach (artificial intelligence, argumentation models, etc.), new generic scientific topics like oxidation phenomena, structure–function relationships, etc., but also new emerging scientific questions, such as LCA studies and multi-criteria evaluations of processes and systems.

- Finally, food science and technology should be much stronger linked to agronomy, health, and socio-economics sciences in a chain context and inter-chain concept for mixed food products, and particularly organic food, which extended LCA studies have shown is needed. It is often the case that scientific insights are not exchanged in a science chain perspective, which is becoming increasingly critical for understanding resilience and long-term sustainability in the face of external drivers and challenges such as impacts of climate change, soil erosion and urbanization on food quality and diversity, as a step towards developing quality markers in the full food supply chain.
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Highlights: *Food Chains; the cradle for scientific ideas and the target for technological innovations*

- Food chain research is still the cradle of many new research and innovation topics
- A cross-cutting view on food chain research emerges a number of generic food science and technology topics, such as plant protein science, ecodesign approaches, and food-system thinking
- Environmental pressure on food systems is driving closer cooperation between all scientists all along the food chain
- Food science is becoming an increasingly inter-disciplinary and inter-sector cooperation effort